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Imagine ending your
joint pain in seconds.

Scientists say this is now
quite possible. That’s
because they’ve stumbled
upon a natural painkilling
compound… that works
so fast… it’s nothing short
of amazing. This botanical
extract comes from an
aromatic evergreen tree
that grows wild in Sumatra.
In case you don’t know,
Sumatra is the sixth-
largest island in the world.
Ancient explorers called it
the “Island of Gold” due to
its rich gold deposits. And
now, scientists believe, this
tropical paradise may hold
the richest deposits of this
pain-busting compound.

The Key To Pain
Relief For Millions

Of People!

Clinical research shows
conclusively that this
compound, known as
Laurus camphora, numbs
pain sensations almost
immediately. In addition,
it increases local blood
flow… reduces swelling
and inflammation.… acts
as an antimicrobial… and
stimulates nerve endings
to relieve joint and muscle
aches extremely fast. The
reason it works so fast is
simple. Unlike most topical
pain relief extracts, this one
is readily absorbed through
the skin. As soon as it’s
rubbed on it cools or warms
the area as it fights off
soreness, aches and pains at
the source. It is so powerful
and safe the United States
government has approved
it as a pain reliever… and…
as an anesthetic.

Researchers at Universal
Body Labs have successfully
put this blockbuster
compound in a new natural
pain relief “roll-on” called
RejuvaFlex. This product
is incredibly effective
because it contains Laurus
camphora… plus… 18 extra
ingredients scientifically-
proven to douse
inflammation… deliver
pain-soothing nutrients
directly where it hurts…
and… stop the suffering in
short order.

“When your muscles or
joints feel stiff, sore, bruised
or strained RejuvaFlex can
help quickly. There’s no
goopy mess to deal with
and your hands won’t
smell all day. Just roll it
on the affected area and
watch in amazement as
the discomfort vanishes
practically on contact. It’s
truly a cutting-edge product
with the most powerful
and potent pain-fighting
ingredients you can find,”
says pain relief expert, Dr.
Jana Hull.

Turns Off The Body’s
Built-In Pain Switch

In Seconds!

The scientists who
developed RejuvaFlex made
a startling discovery about
how we feel pain. They
found out that the body
produces pain-inducing
chemicals whenever joints
or muscles hurt. Some
of these pain chemicals
bring on inflammation and
swelling. Others create
pain sensations that can

put you out of commission.
The pain signals are sent
to the brain… and… that’s
when you feel the torture.
The special compound
(and other carefully-chosen
ingredients in this product)
work together to interrupt
the production of these pain
chemicals.

They literally turn off your
body’s pain switch. That’s
because of two important
reasons. First, this product
contains ingredients that
kill pain as fast as possible.
Second… and this is even
more important… it is
made with a powerful
molecule that allows all the
pain-stopping ingredients
to absorb through the skin
almost instantly. Which
means, this molecule is
the perfect delivery system
to get those pain-fighting
ingredients where you need
it most.

Makes Rigid, Tender
Joints And Muscles

Feel Like New Again!

“RejuvaFlex dissolves
and soothes away stiff,
tight and sore knees,
elbows, backs, shoulders
and necks… and… makes
them feel like new again
in no time,” Dr. Hull said.
Anyone suffering from joint
or muscle aches and pains
can benefit. You can walk,
run and even climb stairs
with ease. Your mobility,
flexibility and range of
motion will improve…
and… so will the quality
of your life. Best part, you
can look forward to living
a more pain-free life from
now on.

The manufacturer of
RejuvaFlex has made a
special arrangement for
readers of this publication.
They have agreed to run a
limited time market test.
This means a risk-free trial
supply of this product is
available for a very short
time. A toll-free Local Pain
Relief Hotline is now taking
calls for the next 72 hours
only.

“We strongly suggest
that anyone suffering from
nagging joint or muscle
aches call the Local Pain
Relief Hotline right away.
The market test we are
running only allows for a
strict limited supply of this
product to be made available
to the public. There’s a
good chance we’ll run out
before the test ends,” said
Bill Brady, Director of the
Local Hotline.

“Every shipment is
delivered on a first come,
first served basis. Anyone
who waits to call may
find our current supplies
are gone. Usually, when
a market test like this is
run, more than half of our
supplies are depleted on the
first day. We expect that to
happen with this amazing
product as well,” he said.

Stops The Needless
Suffering So You

Enjoy Almost
Instant Relief!

The combination of
special ingredients in
RejuvaFlex is a pain-
stopping cocktail unlike any
other. These ingredients are
clinically-proven to ease
away inflammation and
swelling. When you feel
pain coming on, simply rub
it where it hurts. Within
seconds the pain-producing
chemicals are quickly
stopped in their tracks.
You’ll feel blessed relief so
fast it will take your breath
away. The usual aches,
stiffness and soreness you
put up with now quickly
vanish. So you can live life
on your terms without the
fear of pain.

The result is a freedom
you might not have felt in
years. The freedom to do the
things you love… without…
worrying about paying the
price later. Your joints and
muscles will feel loose and
relaxed as you go about
your day. And you’ll have
a big smile on your face
knowing pain will never
stop you again. However,
none of this will happen…
unless… you take advantage
of the opportunity extended
to our readers.

Local Pain Relief
Hotline Open To Area

Residents Only!

The makers of RejuvaFlex
are offering you a special
opportunity to try it in your
own home for a full 60-days
— completely RISK FREE.
If you don’t see remarkable
changes in your sore and
achy joints- simply return it
for a full refund, less S&H.
No questions asked!

Try RejuvaFlex for
yourself by calling
1-800-391-8016 today. The
manufacturer will send
you a risk-free trial. Plus an
opportunity to get additional
FREE BOTTLES (just ask).
But you must call NOW
before it’s too late. This offer
is limited to readers of this
newspaper.

Clinical-Strength Painkiller
Stops Joint And Muscle

Aches Almost On Contact

New doctor-approved pain relief “roll-on”
making national headlines

works in seconds

Dr. Hans Nieper
is best known for
his treatments of
cancer and multiple
sclerosis, although
his foundational work
with substances
that he believed
would increase the
availability of minerals
to the body, what
he called “mineral
transporters.” He served as Director for the
Department of Medicine at Silbersee Hospital
in Hanover and “was known for his expertise
in applying the advanced principles of physics
to medical concepts.
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